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H IGHLIGHTS

variation is numerically investigated in a spark-ignited lean gas engine.
• Cyclic
cyclic variations are explained using local flame analysis.
• The
around the early flame front is the major contributor to the observed CCV.
• Turbulence
kernel is more prone to local conditions when it is small.
• Flame
• The higher the RPM, the longer the initial effects may persist in CAD time.
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Here, internal combustion engine operating speed effects on combustion cycle-to-cycle variations (CCV) are
numerically investigated. The recent study by Ghaderi Masouleh et al. (2018) is extended to higher engine
speeds including 560, 800 and 1000 RPM. The 3D scale-resolving simulations are carried out in a spark ignited
simplified engine geometry under fuel lean condition. The numerical results include the following main findings.
(1) Flow velocity and turbulence levels are noted to increase with RPM. (2) For a fixed spark timing, the
combustion duration in CAD time increases with RPM contrasting the respective trend in physical time. (3) The
link between early flow conditions around the spark position and the whole cycle combustion rate is demonstrated and explained for all the RPM for the investigated three example cycles. (4) On average, the moderate
increase of turbulent flame speed with RPM is not able to compensate the reduced physical time for combustion.
Hence, the higher RPM cycles burn typically slower in CAD time. (5) On average, the increased combustion
duration in CAD time for higher RPM increases the CAD period, where the spark kernel is highly prone to local
turbulence fluctuations. (6) A noted effect of RPM on CCV is the stretched combustion duration in CAD time so
that the effect of the initial fluctuations can persist for a longer CAD period. (7) In the present model, the velocity
magnitude near the spark largely explains cycle-to-cycle variations in the investigated low RPM range.

1. Introduction
The role of spark-ignited (SI) internal combustion engines (ICE) in
marine propulsion and electricity production technology has grown
during the past years [1]. In particular, an interest in power-grid stabilization via flexible and distributed small scale solutions has drawn
attention to a mature ICE technology. In such applications, start-up
time, ramping capability and part load efficiency are critical features,
all belonging to strengths of cost-competitive ICE technology [2].
To achieve simultaneously high thermal efficiency and low emission
levels, controlled and complete combustion is mandatory in all operating conditions. However, cyclic variation between consecutive combustion events is often present in practical SI engines. Such cycle-tocycle variations (CCV) are caused by the stochastic nature of internal
turbulent flow structures and combustion events [3]. Moreover, use of

lean fuel-air mixtures in SI engines, to further reduce emissions during
the combustion process, tends to increase CCV [4,5]. This higher CCV is
correlated to less intense ignition by spark and low premixed flame
speed under lean conditions [4,6,7]. In practice, CCV may become the
limiting factor for the operational range of the engine design [8], lead
to reduced efficiency due to potential knocking phenomena [9], and
enhance unburned hydrocarbon emissions due to incomplete combustion [10,11]. Other practical consequences are undesired power fluctuations (up to 10%) and increase in fuel consumption (up to 6% )
[12]. Accordingly, an improved understanding of CCV sources in lean
burn SI combustion would be a significant step towards understanding
and potentially reducing CCV in engine applications.
Several experimental studies on CCV have been carried out during
the past years with focus on e.g. local fuel-air ratio [13,14], and incylinder turbulence levels [5,15]. A review by Finney et al. [3] covers
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Fig. 1. (a) Performance of the developed correlation for sL compared to Gülder and detailed chemistry (GRI-3.0) at
pressures based on Muppala correlation [49].

= 0.6 and P = 2.15 MPa. (b) st / sL at different

Fig. 2. Description of the non-reacting (according to [31]) and reacting cases: cold flow cycles (Stage I), single intake stroke (II) and compression/combustion cycle
(III). System dimensions are expressed in millimeters.
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A number of LES studies on CCV have been published in recent
years, demonstrating the capability of LES to reproduce experimental
CCV predictions in certain engine configurations [16–22]. With relevance to this work, several LES investigations have shown the influence of local conditions near the spark on the early flame development
and hence, on the whole combustion event (i.e. CCV) [23,21,24,22].
The importance of local conditions near spark have been also indicated
by the experimental studies by e.g. Johansson et al. [13], Aleiferis et al.
[25] and recently by Liu et al. [26]. However, these experimental and
numerical studies have provided only limited insight into the CCV
while the relative influence of different global/local factors (spark, airfuel ratio, thermal and flow field) is still unresolved. Besides, in most
LES studies, global measures such as in-cylinder pressure trace is used
for validation and only a little attention is paid on e.g. accurate turbulence and wall heat transfer. For reference, the influence of grid resolution has been recently discussed in Refs. [27,28].
The recent CCV LES study by the present authors [24] considered a
simplified single-valve engine configuration, for which an extensive
direct numerical simulation (DNS) data on flow statistics for a non-reacting engine cycle is available [29–31]. A validation of flow statistics
was carried out in Refs. [28,24], yielding good correspondence against
the DNS data. After validation, the G-equation level set method, being
utilized before in the LES context e.g. in [16,24,22], was utilized to
study combustion cycles within the same case configuration. Following

Table 1
Engine and reacting case descriptions (Stage III).
Reacting (stage 3)
RPM [CAD]
Number of cylinder
Displaced volume [cc]
Stroke [mm]
Squish band [mm]
Bore [mm]
Mesh at BDC [cell count]
Wall temperature [K]
Fuel
Average
Initial pressure [MPa]
Compression ratio
Spark time [CAD]
Runs [CAD]

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

560, 800, 1000
1
265
60
30
75

2.95 × 106
400
CH4
0.58
0.1
12
30 BTDC
360

the developments in understanding CCV and underlines both stochastic
and deterministic effects on cyclic variability in SI engines. Besides
experimental works, computational approaches allow quantitative investigation of thermal and flow fields with relevance to physical and
chemical processes leading to CCV. In particular, the large-eddy simulation (LES) method allows capturing and identifying unsteady flow
phenomena, relevant for the CCV.

Fig. 3. Numerical Schlieren and zoomed volume rendered flame visualization at an early time of 20 CAD after spark time (top) and a later time at 60 CAD after spark
time (bottom).
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Fig. 4. Average modeled to molecular viscosity ratio (
360 CAD.

mod /

) for the whole domain at (a) 800 RPM and (b) 1000 RPM. (c) Instantaneous

Fig. 5. Engine speed effect on turbulence. The data is averaged over the chosen cycles at each engine speed.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of average cycles in terms of fuel mass fraction, and pressure for the three engine speeds. The plots are shown in (a) CAD time, and (b) physical
time. In physical time, the time t = 0 s corresponds to the spark time to ease comparison of different RPMs.

the previous study of the present authors [24], here we utilize the same
scale-resolving LES method, customized near-wall modeling strategy
[32,33], and the G-equation approach [34] for a broader range of engine speed (RPM).In our previous study, a rather low 560 RPM engine
speed was investigated, while in the present study the LES analysis is
extended to cover higher 800 and 1000 RPM values. Such RPM values
are relevant for engines in marine and electricity generation sectors.
Only a few studies, whether numerical or experimental, have specifically commented on engine speed effects on CCV origins in SI context [14,35–37], and they have reported rather diverse conclusions on
the effects of RPM on CCV. Such contradictory conclusions can be related to two competing effects of RPM increase in completion of combustion as discussed by Sen et al. [38]. First, higher turbulence intensity
leads to higher flame speed which supports the whole charge combustion, and second, due to higher rotational speed, less time is available for flame propagation to complete the combustion. Such opposite
effects influence the early flame development and the time period that
ignition kernel is still prone to any perturbations in the system [38].
In a review paper by Young et al. [35], it was reported that increasing engine speed usually leads to an increased cyclic combustion
variation. It was suggested that an increase in flame speed might have a
significant effect on such cyclic variations. Also, more recently, Reyes
et al. [14] studied the engine speed effect on cyclic combustion variations. The analysis was carried out at 1000, 1750 and 2500 RPM, and
indicated that there is a strong positive correlation on engine speed and

CCV.
In contrast to the above observations, experiments carried out by
Aydin et al. [36] showed that an increase in engine speed resulted in
lower total combustion duration and CCV. The result was considered as
a combined effect of higher turbulence kinetic energy, improved mixture state, and higher flame speed. Moreover, Huang et al. [37] studied
CCV in a spark ignition engine fueled with natural-gas/hydrogen blends
combined with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). The higher engine
speed test indicated lower cyclic variations due to enhanced turbulence
and swirl within the cylinder. Such diverse findings regarding engine
speed correlation with CCV motivate detailed numerical studies such as
this study.
Based on the provided literature survey, we note the following research gaps: (1) Only a few CCV studies have focused on engine speed
effects on cyclic combustion variations, (2) majority of the RPM-based
CCV studies solely reported the global CCV trends without a linkage to
the details of in-cylinder combustion phenomena, (3) the previous RPM
CCV studies provided diverse conclusions regarding engine speed effects on CCV origins, and (4) the conclusions by Ghaderi Masouleh et al.
[24] on combustion CCV have not been extended for higher RPM values. In particular, the leading hypotheses for the present work stem
from our previous work, where it was noted that 1) combustion CCV is
dictated by early conditions around flame kernel after spark timing and
2) early combustion rate is mostly dictated by turbulence level, while
thermodynamic effects are secondary.
805
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Fig. 7. Numerical Schlieren visualization of flame propagation for cycles 1–3 at 560 RPM. It is noted that the faster a cycle starts burning, the faster it continues to
burn.

The present study is limited to 560–1000 RPM range for two reasons. Such low RPMs have relevance to marine engines and enable us to
maintain flow characteristics close to the non-reacting validation conditions at 560 RPM [30,24]. Considering the observed research gaps in
this context, main objectives of the present study are to: (1) extend the
authors’ previous study [24] by exploring higher engine speed cases, (2)
quantify the effect of engine RPM on turbulence and CCV in the studied
cases, (3) investigate the role of initial conditions on the observed CCV,
(4) compare effects of thermal and flow fields on cyclic variations as
engine speed is modified.

viscosity between the core and wall regions are provided in
[33,24].Besides, for the wall treatment, a one-dimensional wall model,
developed by Nuutinen et al. [32] for engine-like boundary layers in the
RANS context, is implemented in wall-normal direction under a thin
boundary layer assumption. Further details regarding the implementation of this model can be found in [33].
2.2. Combustion model
The utilized combustion model is the same as that in our previous
study [24]. The combustion model is the so-called G-equation, proposed by Williams [34], which describes flame front evolution based on
the level-set method. This model is used in different engine-relevant
LES works, e.g., [40,16,19,41]. Pitsch and Duchamp de Lageneste [42]
formulated G-equation in the LES context as

2. Methods
2.1. Fluid dynamical approach
The methodology in this work is the same as that described in our
previous study [24]. In the following, a summary of the used models is
provided. The present work utilizes a zonal hybrid LES/RANS methodology with wall treatment (HLR-WT) [33,24]. While LES accounts for
the core flow using an explicit SGS model ( -model [39]), a low-Reynolds number RANS model (k
) is employed in the near-wall regions.
More details regarding the continuity of the modeled turbulent

¯

G
+ ¯ u · G = ¯ st | G |,
t

(1)

where t , , u , st , -, and denote time, density, velocity vector in unburnt mixture, turbulent flame speed, spatial filtering and spatial Favre
filtering, respectively.
In G-equation, st is typically found based on an empirical
806
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Fig. 8. Numerical Schlieren visualization of flame propagation for cycles 1–3 at 800 RPM. The flame area growth around regions (I) and (II) slows down after flame
reaching the walls.

correlation. There are variety of empirical correlations suggested for st ,
e.g. [43–48]. With relevance to this work, it is desired to utilize an
empirical correlation that is validated at higher than atmospheric
pressures. Among different available correlations, Muppala correlation,
[49], has been shown to better predict st up to 0.3 MPa in different
applications [49–51]. In this regard, similar to [24], Muppala correlation has been used,

st = sL + sL

0.46 0.25 umod
Ret
Le
sL

0.3

P
P0

in the present work. As such, the correlation developed and examined
against available correlations for sL in our previous study, [24], has
been utilized here. As features and defects of this correlation have been
extensively discussed in [24], here, it is only briefly introduced.
The correlation is developed using detailed chemical kinetics simulations in one-dimensional laminar configurations, where opensource chemical kinetics library Cantera [55] is used. The laminar freeflame problem is solved using the GRI-3.0 methane mechanism [56] at
conditions spanned by T = 400–950 K, P = 1–50 bar and = 0.45–1.1.
It is worth mentioning that the choice of chemical kinetics could have a
considerable impact on the laminar flame speed solutions [57]. GRI-3.0
has been extensively validated at different conditions as a representative of methane fuel [56]. Therefore, the mechanism was
chosen for the present study. More details on the correlation function
can be found in [24]. Fig. 1(a) represents a comparison between detailed chemistry solutions, the employed fit-function [24] and Gülder
empirical correlation [52], indicating that chemical kinetics predict
substantially higher laminar flame speed than the Gülder correlation.
Fig. 1(b) illustrates the representation of st / sL by Muppala correlation. The expected relationship between st / sL and u / sL has been shown
in Peters [58] through a meta-analysis of experimental data from
Abdel-Gayed and Bradley [59], revealing that
increases linearly for

0.2

,

(2)

in which Ret , umod , sL, Le and P0 are turbulent Reynolds number, the
modeled velocity fluctuation, laminar flame speed, Lewis number
(Le = 1) and reference pressure (P0 = 0.1 MPa), respectively. More details of implementation in LES/G-equation context is available in our
recent work [24].
In LES/G-equation context, sL is commonly predicted using an empirical correlation as a function of composition and thermodynamic
state of the mixture, see e.g. [52]. These correlations, however, are not
validated at engine-like conditions due to the lack of experimental
studies on laminar flames at those conditions. Although there have been
some efforts to improve these correlations for methane fuel at enginelike conditions, such as [53,54], they do not cover the entire conditions
807
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Fig. 9. Numerical Schlieren visualization of flame propagation for cycles 1–3 at 1000 RPM. The faster a cycle starts burning, the faster it continues to burn.

low turbulence intensities. As u / sL continues to increase, a bending
slope effect is observed until eventually the st / sL is insensitive to the
increasing u / sL . The Muppala correlation in Fig. 1(b) follows the expected trend, while it is found in a priori studies [60–62] that many of
the existing models tend to over-predict st / sL .
It is noteworthy that in the G-equation it is assumed that the combustion source term propagates the flame with turbulent flame speed
which further depends on the laminar flame speed (see Eq. (2)). The
contribution of SGS velocity is seen by the combustion model via the
st -correlation only. According to Eq. (2), st depends weakly on umod .
Also, the flame and the reaction zones are assumed to be thin. The low
RPM range in the present study is considered to be consistent with these
assumptions.

are used in [63,16,19]. Transition from laminar to turbulent flame
speed is ignored and from the ignition time onwards, the flame propagates with turbulent flame speed [16]. Fontana and Galloni [64]
have indicated that spark timing is highly relevant in SI engine combustion control. In order to isolate the engine speed impact from any
other effects, the spark timing is kept constant at 330 CAD for all the
engine speeds, i.e. 30 CAD before top dead center (TDC).
2.4. Geometry and charge preparation
The computational set-up is based on the three-stage process described in our previous work [24]. The process produces relevant initial
charges for reacting cases considered in this study, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. These three stages are summarized in the following. Stage I is an
isothermal incompressible flow case following the experimental study
by Morse et al. [65]. This stage runs for 17 cycles and generates 17 flow
fields to be used in following stages. In Stage II, a single flow field from
Stage I is taken, while uniform fuel composition and temperature are set
in the intake channel part (Fig. 2, marker (1)). Moreover, a burnt
mixture of air and residual gases at T = 900 K is set in the initial field
below the valve level (see Fig. 2, marker (2)). Finally, Stage III starts by
closing the valve at 180 CAD, i.e. bottom dead center (BDC), after
which the mixture is compressed, ignited at 330 CAD, and then,

2.3. Ignition treatment
An ignition treatment similar to that in [24] is utilized here. A
spherical flame kernel with a predefined diameter of 0.2 mm is initialized with an enthalpy source term at the ignition time. The Gequation level set model uses the source term to determine the zerolevel set, i.e. the flame position. In particular, after spark initialization,
the G field undergoes a pre-processing step to enforce the condition that
the function G is a signed distance function. Similar ignition treatments
808
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Fig. 10. The density-weighted mean cylinder CH4 mass fraction, average temperature and pressure of the three studied cycles at (a) 560 RPM, (b) 800 RPM, and (c)
1000 RPM. The CCVs, including the noted low CCV at 800 RPM, are further analyzed in the following sections.

expanded.
The present configuration has been validated in our recent work
[24] at non-reacting conditions against DNS data [29–31] regarding the
phase-averaged mean axial velocity, RMS velocity profiles, total heat
flux, temperature probability density functions (PDF), and instantaneous cylinder head heat flux distribution. For brevity, we do not
show those validations here. Also, similar to our recent work [24], in
order to provide a more interesting case regarding cyclic variations in
reacting cases, certain parameters such as equivalence ratio, fuel and
wall temperature have been modified compared to DNS studies. Thus,
similar settings have been employed for the present study as well.
Table 1 describes geometry specifications and characteristics of the
studied cases at stage III. Calculation of piston position in this enginelike geometry is based on a sinusoidal function according to [29–31]. In
addition, Fig. 3 shows a numerical Schlieren image with a zoomed

volume rendered visualization of the flame front. The figure introduces
the computational setup including the spark position and the location of
the cold walls in the studied engine geometry. It also visualizes the
asymmetric early shape of kernel. The shape of kernel is modified by
the local flow field close to the spark location. The kernel asymmetry
grows in time and leads to the observed very corrugated flame front
close to the end of combustion.
2.5. Mesh
In our recent study [24], a computational mesh with an identical
core and near-wall resolution was utilized and validated against DNS
data at non-reacting conditions for low RPM cases (560 RPM). This
mesh has been utilized in the present study and its main characteristics
are summarized in the following. The mesh resolution is 0.6 mm, while
809
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Fig. 11. A zoomed view on instantaneous Vmag field at the spark plane (wall distance of 1.0 mm) at tspark = 330 CAD. The dashed line denotes a 2 mm radial volume
used in the analysis of Fig. 12(b). Rows and columns correspond to an increasing RPM and cycle number, respectively.

the probability distribution functions (PDF) of temperature and velocity
show weak sensitivity to changes of the core resolution from 0.7 to
0.4 mm (see [24]). The cell layers are removed/added during the
compression/expansion to maintain the core resolution relatively constant. The mesh includes a cylindrical refinement region at the cylinder
head, with a height of 4 mm and diameter of 44 mm, to better capture
the flow and thermal fields near the spark region. In the refinement
region, the grid size is the smallest close to the top of the cylinder
(0.05 mm) and it gradually increases towards the bottom of the refinement region (cell size 0.25 mm) (see supporting figures in [24]).
Here, turbulent to molecular viscosity ratio ( mod/ ) has been employed as an indicator of the local mesh quality in a similar fashion as in
[28,66]. Fig. 4(a) and (b) demonstrate mod/ for the whole domain for
800 and 1000 RPM, respectively. Fig. 4(a) and (b) indicate that the
is increased with the increased engine speed as expected. The
mod /
represents peak values of 2 and 2.8 on average for the 800
and 1000 RPM cases, respectively. The peak values are obtained at TDC,
where the rate of dissipation increases.
At 1000 RPM, in particular, cycle 2 represents the highest local
for cycle 2 at
mod / value. Fig. 4(c) shows the instantaneous
1000 RPM at 180, 280, 330 and 360 CAD to provide a better understanding of mesh performance in this case. Although the local
ratio reaches the value of 13 at small local spots at TDC (at 360 CAD),
it is observed that the ratio mostly remains smaller than 5, highlighting

a reasonably good LES quality [67]. It is worth noting that in more
demanding LES scenarios, such as the study by Nguyen et al. [68],
larger values of such ratio (exceeding 20) have been reported.
3. Results
3.1. Engine speed effect on global turbulence and combustion process
The link between engine speed and flow velocities is established in
Fig. 5. The figure shows both average resolved velocity (Vmag ) and
modeled velocity (umod ) magnitudes at BDC, TDC and spark timing
(tspark ). Additionally, turbulent flame speed (st ) at BDC and spark timing
(tspark ) are reported. As expected, the increase of engine speed not only
indicates higher mean piston speed (MPS), but also higher turbulence
levels and flame speeds. In particular, average Vmag and engine speed
correlate strongly at the three time instances. Also, umod and st increase
depends relatively
with RPM, but on a different scale. While
strongly on RPM, its overall effect is manifested via . As can be seen,
changes only about 20% in the investigated RPM range and thus the
average can be considered to be almost constant. Next, in order to
provide a better understanding on combustion rate at different engine
speeds, the average fuel consumption rate and in-cylinder pressure are
considered.
Fig. 6 displays fuel mass fraction and in-cylinder pressure, averaged
810
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3.2. Observations of cycle-to-cycle variations at different engine speeds
Figs. 7–9 provide a qualitative comparison on temporal flame evolution by numerical Schlieren images at the three chosen cycles at 560,
800, and 1000 RPM, respectively. The visualization is generated based
) , where is a small,
on the line-of-sight view of integrated log ( +
positive constant. It was previously reported by Ghaderi Masouleh et al.
[24] that local turbulence and thermal fluctuations around the ignition
kernel at early time instances after spark timing (AST) can cause significant changes to the kernel development and flame propagation at
560 RPM. It was also discussed that global combustion rate of a cycle is
strongly dependent on the initial kernel development; i.e. there is a
trend that initially quicker kernel development results in faster combustion progress throughout the cycle.
Figs. 7–9 indicate early signs of CCV already during the first
10 CADs AST. This implies that combustion CCV and initial conditions
may be closely coupled. At 560 RPM, Fig. 7 indicates how initial discrepancies between the cycles sustain from 350 to 390 CAD. At
800 RPM, Fig. 8 indicates that the kernel in cycle 2 is the least developed at 350 CAD. However, at later times, cycle 2 reaches cycles 1 and
3. Qualitatively, a potential cause for such an effect could be the reduced combustion rate of cycles 1 and 3 as the flame fronts reach the
cylinder walls and the flame area starts to be reduced. Such points are
denoted by I and II in Fig. 8. As a remark, we note that modeling flamewall interaction is a highly challenging topic and that neither the present combustion or wall-models are tailored to account for such reacting flow-heat transfer phenomena.
Finally, at 1000 RPM, in Fig. 9, significant discrepancies between
the cycles are noted. Cycle 2 represents the most developed kernel at
355 CAD. Similar to our observations at 560 RPM, flame propagation in
cycle 2 (the most developed kernel) remains the fastest throughout the
combustion cycle. Next, we shift the focus towards more quantitative
analysis of the results.
In order to quantify the noted qualitative observations on cycle-tocycle variations, Fig. 10 depicts density-weighted averages of fuel mass
fraction, in-cylinder temperature and pressure for the three cycles for
the three engine speeds. Considering Fig. 10(a) at 560 RPM, consistent
with the numerical Schlieren in Fig. 7, cycles 2 and 3 feature the fastest
and the slowest consumption rates of fuel, respectively. The clear differences in fuel consumption are noted to arise before 340 CAD (10 CAD
AST). It is noted that, despite the simple geometry in the present set-up,
relatively large discrepancies in peak pressures, PP 30 35 %, are
observed at 560 RPM.
Considering Fig. 10(b), different cycles at 800 RPM indicate only
slight differences in pressure, temperature, and fuel burning rate. At
800 RPM, in contrast to 560 RPM cases, the modest initial differences
between the cycles remained small, PP 7 9%, throughout the
combustion process. Moreover, Fig. 10(c) demonstrates that at
1000 RPM, the initial differences between the cycles are firstly larger
than at the other RPM cases. Secondly, these differences sustain and
also increase for a relatively long CAD period. Such an increase is understandable due to the prolonged average combustion duration of high
RPM cases in CAD time.
As a remark, we carried out an additional sensitivity test on spark
position effects for Cycle 2 at 800 RPM by shifting initial spark position
in two different locations on the same spark plane within 1 mm from
the original spark position (not shown herein for brevity). The additional check indicated that the combustion rate of Cycle 2 was not
sensitive to such relatively small changes of spark position. However,
more detailed investigations on spark position effects were considered
to be outside the scope of present paper and thereby, this matter was
not further investigated herein.

Fig. 12. Global and local Vmag statistics at t = tspark , i.e. at 330 CAD. (a) Black
solid line is a global PDF from the whole domain, while the cycle PDFs correspond to local PDFs evaluated in the near spark window Awin of size 10 by
10 mm. The dashed vertical lines correspond to even more local averages calculated within 2 mm radius from spark. (b) The mean values corresponding to
PDFs as a function of RPM. The error bars denote the averaged standard deviation over all cycles within Awin .

over the three cycles, at each engine speed in (a) CAD space, and (b)
physical time space. It is observed that on average, higher engine speed
indicates an expected fast combustion in physical time, while contrastingly, higher RPM burns slower in CAD space. These opposite
trends in the two spaces are correlated with the reduced physical time
for combustion at higher engine speeds (42% at 800 RPM and 78% at
1000 RPM, respectively).
According to Fig. 6, at higher RPMs, despite the increased turbulence and flame speed, a longer combustion duration in CAD space is
observed. This implies that, in the present conditions, turbulence and
flame speed increase at higher RPM values does not compensate the
decreased time for flame propagation. It is noteworthy that here tspark=
30 CAD BTDC in all cases in order to isolate engine speed effects from
any other possible changes in case setup. Considering the noted differences in average burning rates at different engine speeds, in the
following sections, effects of engine speed on CCVs are investigated and
discussed.

3.3. Global and local velocity distributions
Next, to understand the cyclic variation in each case with a varying
811
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Fig. 13. Instantaneous flame front at 350 CAD for cycle 1 at 560, 800 and 1000 RPM. Increasing engine speed reduces the early and average burning rate of the cycle
in CAD space.

RPM, global and local analysis of the velocity distribution is considered.
As shown in our previous work at 560 RPM [24], the cycle-to-cycle
variation of global PDFs of resolved velocity magnitude and temperature from the unburnt region was noted to be minimal. Similarly, at 800
and 1000 RPM, global statistical similarity for Vmag PDFs is observed
and provided in Appendix B.
The observations of high cyclic variation around the spark position
at early times in Figs. 7–9 is consistent with our leading hypothesis that,
for different RPMs, the initial conditions may be essential, and that such
variations could potentially impact the global combustion rate of a
cycle. Next, the statistical fluctuation of velocity between the cycles and
the three RPMs is analyzed in terms of two PDFs: (1) the global PDF of
Vmag , estimated from the entire cylinder volume at spark time, and (2)
the local PDF of
, calculated in the vicinity of the spark at tspark .
fields at the spark plane
Fig. 11 illustrates the instantaneous
(wall distance 1.02 mm) at tspark for all cases. As expected, the overall
values increase with increasing RPM. Within the immediate vicinity of the spark, clear variations in velocity field between the cycles
can be observed. However, it is worth noting that by inspecting such a
planar data slice, direct correlations on the corresponding combustion
rate should not be considered.
In order to analyze the
statistics near spark region at t = tspark ,
PDFs. The local domain
Fig. 12a represents the global and local
Awin is defined as the 10 mm × 10 mm window, represented in Fig. 11. It
should be noted that PDFs consider all cells on Awin and in volume, i.e.
in the third direction. In addition, the mean
value inside a 2 mm
radius from spark is presented by vertical dashed lines. Fig. 12a shows
that the local PDFs and near spark mean values may deviate from the
global averages considerably, depending on the cycle.
Fig. 12b shows a monotonic growth of globally and locally estimated mean
value ( Vmag ) as a function of RPM at t = tspark . Such a
trend is consistent with Fig. 5 on
increasing with RPM due to

increase but also the
increased MPS. It is noted that not only does
standard deviation increases with RPM, both globally and locally.
However, considering individual cycles, it is noted that the actual
at the spark position at
can vary substantially from cycle-to-cycle.
We note that the mean piston speed normalized Vmag mean and
standard deviation values are close to each other, within 15% and 7%,
respectively.
Several previous works have noted the role of flow initial conditions
near the spark on determining the level of CCV [23,21,24,22]. However, comparison of Figs. 12 and 10 shows that correlation between the
CCV and local
distribution shapes and near spark mean values at
the spark timing (
= 330 CAD) does not necessarily apply in every
case. For example, in the 800 RPM cycles, the mean Vmag show
equivalent variation compared to the 560 RPM, whereas in contrast,
only mild cyclic variation in combustion rates is noted.
As the flows are 3d and transient, we next consider time-dependent
statistics at t > tspark in order to provide a more profound view on
possible sources of cyclic variation. As a remark, several previous nonreacting studies [28,30,31,69] have reported the high relevance of the
intake phase and the associated flow structures on turbulence CCV. In
general, such history effects contribute to the build-up of the presented
statistics.
3.4. Flame front evolution
As noted earlier in Fig. 6, higher RPM cases burn slower in CAD
space on average. Consistently, Fig. 13 illustrates that the flame kernel
initially grows the fastest for 560 RPM and the slowest for 1000 RPM.
On average, increasing RPM increases the CAD period, when the flame
kernel surface area is small and expected to be highly prone to fluctuations in local flow. However, it is important to note that the initial
conditions may further cause CCVs, which can break the average cycle
812
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Fig. 14. Flame front metrics at 560 RPM: weighted average temperature, velocity magnitude, modeled velocity fluctuation, laminar and turbulent flame speed and
early flame area (mean MFB at 370 CAD 18% ) obtained from a 4 mm band ahead of flame in the unburnt gas for the three cycles. Cycle 2 and 3 are the fastest and
slowest cycles, respectively.

patterns, as will be seen later on in the paper.
Next, we investigate how local conditions in the unburnt region,
right ahead of the flame, vary for the three RPM cases and different
cycles. The following analysis focuses on relatively early times AST
before 370 CAD. The flame front analysis is motivated by one of our
leading hypotheses claiming that the initial flow conditions around the
spark would largely dictate the cycle progress. We evaluate turbulence
and thermal metrics within a narrow band ( 4 mm) ahead of the flame
front for each RPM and cycle in order to explain the observed global
cycle-to-cycle variations in combustion rate. The key metrics in the
analysis are: (1) resolved velocity Vmag , (2) modeled velocity fluctuation
umod , (3) turbulent flame speed (st ), (4) laminar flame speed (sL ), (5)
unburnt temperature (Tub ), and (6) flame area.
Figs. 14–16 show the metrics for all the cases. The following general
observations can be made. First, since the fuel-air mixture is nearly

homogenous, sL and temperature are strongly correlated. Second, it is
umod and Vmag > st . Additionally, on average, Vmag
noted that Vmag
clearly depends on RPM while st changes only weakly with RPM. Importantly, when going from 560 to 800, and to 1000 RPM, the average
initial
is noted to systematically increase from approximately 1.4 to
2.3, and to 3.0 m/s. Hence, the resolved velocity is expected to dominate the flame propagation modeled here in the context of the Gequation. Third, is linked to and umod according to Eq. (2). Fourth,
cycle-to-cycle variations in flame area clearly correlate with the reand . Such correlation is not seen as clearly
spective variations of
for the other metrics considered herein. Based on the general discussion
above, we next focus the analysis on Vmag , umod, st and the flame area.
At 560 RPM, Fig. 14 indicates how the initial flame kernels pose
highly different initial Vmag , umod and . The initial differences are noted
to persist between 330 and 360 CAD. For
the initial cycle-to-cycle
813
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Fig. 15. Flame front metrics at 800 RPM: weighted average temperature, velocity magnitude, modeled velocity fluctuation, laminar and turbulent flame speed and
early flame area (mean MFB at 370 CAD 12% ) obtained from a 4 mm band ahead of flame in the unburnt gas for the three cycles. Cycle 3 and 2 are the fastest and
slowest cycles, respectively.

variation is st 0.15 m/s while for Vmag the variation is Vmag 1 m/s. It
is noted that cycle 2 poses the highest umod and Vmag compared to cycles
1 and 3, leading to the fastest flame area growth and burning rate. In
Fig. 14, cycle-to-cycle variations in flame area emerge before 340 CAD
i.e. very close to the spark timing. The increased flame area contributes
to the total burning rate. Consequently, the cycle that burns faster initially, tends to burn faster until the end of combustion, signifying the
prominent effect of local spark initial conditions on CCV.
At 800 RPM, Fig. 15 indicates how the initial flame kernels pose
rather similar initial Vmag , umod and st . Typically, the variation in these
quantities is less than 0.3 m/s. This observation contrasts the 560 RPM
case and the contrast will be explained later on in the paper. The initial
flame area difference between the cycles is presumably due to first, umod
which led to st 0.15 m/s, and second,
having Vmag 0.3 m/s between the cycles. The flame area growth for cycles 1 (highest
) and

) turns out to be highly similar, while cycle 2 poses the
3 (highest
slowest flame area growth rate which can be potentially explained by
the smallest initial st values. It is also worth noting that
fluctuates
considerably. Thereby, we note that at 800 RPM, the flame front metrics do not pose any clear trend which would distinguish cycles 1–3
from one another. This observation is consistent with the noted small
global CCV presented earlier in the paper.
At 800 RPM, the flame area of cycle 2 approaches the cycle 1 and 3
flame areas close to 370 CAD. There could be at least two explanations
for such a catch-up phenomenon. First, the numerical Schlieren visualization revealed asymmetric flame evolution for cycles 1 and 3 which
causes portions of the flame front to approach the lower temperature
periphery of the cylinder. As the flame front reaches the wall, those
parts of the flame will not contribute to the total flame area growth
anymore. Second, for cycle 2, it is noted that during 360–380 CAD,
814
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Fig. 16. Flame front metrics at 1000 RPM: weighted average temperature, velocity magnitude, modeled velocity fluctuation, laminar and turbulent flame speed and
early flame area (mean MFB at 370 CAD 5% ) obtained from a 4 mm band ahead of flame in the unburnt gas for the three cycles. Cycle 2 and 1 are the fastest and
slowest cycles, respectively.

levels off at similar values than cycles 1 and 3 while st of cycle 2 slightly
exceeds cycles 1 and 3. These observations provide insight to potential
causes of the catch-up phenomenon of cycle 2.
At 1000 RPM, Fig. 16 indicates how the initial flame kernels pose
quite different initial Vmag , umod and st . The initial differences are noted
to persist between 330 and 400 CAD, i.e. 40 CAD longer than for the
560 RPM case. The cycle-to-cycle variations are st 0.2 m/s and
Vmag 0.5 m/s. The cycle-to-cycle variations in flame area are noted to
emerge before 350 CAD which is clearly later than for 560 RPM and
800 RPM cases. The provided evidence, in particular, the comparison
between 560 RPM and 1000 RPM cases, indicates that for higher RPM
the role of initial conditions extends to longer CAD times.
In summary, the local field analysis on the three cycles and three
RPMs provided four findings as follows. (1) Turbulence and especially
velocity magnitude around the early flame front largely explained the

observed cycle-to-cycle variations. Large initial differences in Vmag resulted in large CCV (560 and 1000 RPMs), whereas initially strongly
fluctuating Vmag (800 RPM) resulted in a very similar combustion behavior between the cycles. (2) The higher the RPM, the higher the
average
close to the spark. (3) The flame area further contributes to
the total burning rate of the cycle. (4) The higher the RPM, the longer
the initial effects may persist in CAD time.
3.5. Example of a lagging cycle
Next, we provide a numerical example on a low RPM cycle which is
substantially lagged in CAD space in terms of a slower combustion rate
than the average. Consequentially, such a lagging cycle may burn
slower than a high RPM cycle contrasting the average RPM trend noted
earlier. As an example, cycle 3 from 560 RPM and 800 RPM is chosen.
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Fig. 17. At 560 RPM cycle 3 burns very slow in CAD time lagging the typical combustion rates of 800 RPM cases before 400 CAD. (a) Fuel mass fraction history, and
(b) Average local turbulent flame speed (st ) and resolved velocity magnitude (Vmag ) at 560 and 800 RPM.

As discussed earlier in Fig. 6, high RPM indicates longer mean combustion duration in CAD space. Although high RPM cases feature
slightly higher st and significantly higher Vmag values than low RPM
cases, they have less physical time available for flame propagation.
However, the following example shows that contradictions to this
average behavior may exist. In particular, Fig. 17(a) shows that the
slow burning cycle 3 at 560 RPM exceeds the combustion phasing of
both the mean and cycle 3 from 800 RPM for a substantial part of the
combustion duration and in particular before 390 CAD.
To explain such a lagging character, Fig. 17(b) shows a comparison
between average st and Vmag for cycles 3 and the mean cycles at 560 and
800 RPM. It is observed that at 800 RPM, cycle 3 follows rather closely
the mean cycle in terms of the both average
and metrics (within
2–6%). In contrast, at 560 RPM, cycle 3 is clearly slower than the mean
cycle in terms of the two metrics, the difference being between 28 and
53%. This analysis demonstrates that cycle 3 at 560 RPM is an extremely slow cycle mainly due to low
over initial CAD time instances, which denotes the importance of
over initial CAD time
instances in swapping the order of combustion phasing.

well resolved flow also for the higher RPM cases. Third, the initial spark
size is rather small in the studied cases, which makes it more prone to
local conditions [24]. Fourth, the observed combustion trends are
conditional on the turbulent flame speed model by Muppala [49] which
shows rather weak dependency on turbulence and RPM.
From modeling perspective, the core challenge in future studies is to
balance the trade-off between the very high computational burden of
scale-resolved simulations and the extraction of information on cycleto-cycle variations i.e. repetition of multiple engine cycles. In this regard, a practical avenue for studying CCVs in SI engine context would
be to use only a few cycles as BDC initial conditions and to recycle/
superimpose the data for emulating different initial conditions near the
spark. Such an approach would greatly ease the computational efforts
for studying CCVs. Also, local flame analysis at early time instances
(where the kernel is small) was shown to be an effective approach to
capture the combustion CCV. Last, a proper wall-modeling strategy,
such as the HLR-WT model utilized herein, is considered to be highly
useful for computational speed-up.
From engine practitioners perspective, one of the core challenges is
to minimize the CCV for different operating conditions. First, from the
viewpoint of low-speed engines, RPM is commonly fixed to provide the
desired power output. To reduce CCV, the spark timing needs to be
optimized. The present simulations motivate such optimization and
control strategies because the relative duration of any initial effects in
CAD time can be potentially made smaller. Second, it was observed that
the studied small kernels can be substantially affected by local flow
magnitude around the spark. Therefore, a larger/stronger kernel may
reduce the early kernel proneness to local field variations. Third, the
stabilization of the early flow conditions, such as tumble or swirl, near

4. Discussion
Next, we would like to comment on the different modeling assumptions and limitations made in the chosen modeling avenue. First,
in order to isolate the engine speed impact from any other effects, the
spark timing was set to constant which is in contrast to typical engine
practices. Second, the present results were validated only in non-reacting conditions at low RPM. However, the noted low ratio of modeled
and physical viscosities in Fig. 4 supports the assumption of relatively
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the spark may be crucial for controlling CCV. In this aspect, techniques
such as pre-chamber ignition can be extremely useful.

370 CAD) for cycles 1–3. In addition, the asymmetric flame propagation of cycles 1 and 3 pushed them towards colder cylinder periphery, where cycle 2 showed an increased T and st compared to the
other two cycles.
4. The flame front analysis revealed that the initial differences in turbulent flame speed (st ) and resolved velocity magnitudes (Vmag )
between the cycles largely described the early changes in the flame
area, and CCV. In addition, with relatively low composition stratification, Vmag had a major contribution to the observed CCV.
5. Early signs of CCVs appeared already during the first 10 CADs after
spark timing in all the studied cases. It was also noted that local
variations are much more influential when the flame kernel is small
in all engine speeds.
6. Increasing engine speed extends the CAD time period in which flame
kernel is small and still susceptible to local field variations.

5. Conclusions
Here, scale-resolving simulations along with the G-equation combustion model were used to investigate engine RPM effects. The study
provided insight to the origins of CCVs in lean burn SI engine context.
To address objectives of the study, three different engine speeds were
investigated for three separate cycles leading to the following conclusions.
1. Increased RPM was noted to increase flow velocity and turbulence
levels during the compression phase due to increased mean piston
speed. However, turbulent flame speed was noted to scale only
weakly on RPM consistent with the utilized turbulent flame speed
model.
2. For a fixed spark timing, higher RPM was noted to decrease the
mean combustion duration in physical time while in CAD space the
combustion duration increased. Compared to 560 RPM, the flame
speed of the mean cycle at early time instances after spark time
increased 16% at 800 RPM and 23% at 1000 RPM. However, the
increased turbulent flame speed was relatively minute and could not
compensate the respective 42 and 78 reduced physical time for
flame development.
3. The low CCV at 800 RPM was explained by the flame front analysis
where no specific trend was seen as the velocity metrics fluctuated
in an overlapping manner at early times after spark time (up to

In this study, the spark timing was fixed to 30CAD BTDC. As stated
before, it is a common practice to advance the spark timing at higher
speeds. Therefore, considering different spark timings at higher engine
speeds and indicating its influence on CCV can be considered as a research pathway for future studies.
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Appendix A. Laminar flame speed correlation
The implemented laminar flame speed correlation in the present study is described as follows. The present model is provided for conditions
spanned by T = 400–950 K, fuel to air equivalence ratios = 0.45–1.1 and P = 1–50 bar (see Tables A.1–A.3)
Table A.1
Division of temperature and composition fields for the present sL correlation.
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

400 < T 650
⩽ 0.5
0.45

400 < T ⩽ 650
0.5 <
⩽ 0.7

400 < T ⩽ 650
0.7 <
⩽ 1.1

Region 4
650 < T ⩽ 950
0.45
⩽ 0.5

Region 5
650 < T ⩽ 950
0.5 <
⩽ 0.7

Region 6
650 < T ⩽ 950
0.7 < ⩽ 1.1

Table A.2
The present sL coefficients for different regions.
Regions
Coefficient

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9

−5.3194
1.2173
−0.6626
0.1298
5.5042
−1.1016
2.8581
8.0830
−5.8585

−1.0863
1.1442
−0.5757
0.0655
3.9316
−0.6573
4.4202
1.8639
−2.9771

−3.2726
1.0555
−0.4547
0.0223
2.6138
−0.2865
2.6064
5.4718
−3.7677

78.4840
50.7748
−0.6297
0.1242
−121.8737
39.5021
0.1855
10.6310
−6.0912

25.8019
17.6897
−0.4966
0.0308
−38.2551
12.6720
2.1634
3.2106
−2.6120

0.8999
2.7202
−0.3806
−0.0119
−1.4444
0.9723
2.1985
2.4332
−2.1050
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Table A.3
The present laminar flame speed performance in different regions.
Error
Regions
Region
Region
Region
Region
Region
Region

1
2
3
4
5
6

Maximum Error

Mean Error

L2 Error

0.0942
0.1360
0.1929
0.1993
0.1883
0.2647

0.0223
0.0288
0.0279
0.0535
0.0391
0.0321

0.0383
0.0543
0.0613
0.0762
0.0613
0.0711

sL = exp(c·AT ), where
c = [c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9],
A = 1, log(Tf ), log(Pf ), Pf , Tf , Tf2, log( f ),
Tf = T /1000,

Pf = P /106,

f

f,

2
f

,

= ,

(A.1)

Appendix B. Global statistics of velocity magnitude
Cycle-to-cycle variation in cell-volume weighted PDFs of resolved velocity magnitude from the unburnt region is demonstrated in Fig. B.1. It is
observed that at any CAD for either 560 or 800 RPM, there are no significant differences in the probabilities of the Vmag among the cycles implying
global statistical similarity. For 1000 RPM, the upper tail of the PDF shows more deviation between the cycles during the compression in the unburnt
end-gas region. At 1000 RPM, it is noted that cycle 2 with the highest and cycle 1 with the lowest probability of high Vmag also represent the fastest
and slowest cycles, respectively (see Fig. 9).

Fig. B.1. The resolved velocity magnitude PDFs from the unburnt region during compression in the unburnt end-gas at (a) 560 RPM, (b) 800 RPM and (c) 1000 RPM.
The higher the RPM, the higher the average velocities and the broader the velocity PDFs.
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